Meeting Minutes 15 Feb 2010 Norfolk Arena Kings Lynn
Present: Jonathan Chapman, Phil Ellis, Neil Timms
1. The issue of the Blue and Gold Trust having meaningful representation was
discussed. PE asked whether JC would consider offering a seat on the board. JC
said that it was not in their current plans but would not totally rule it out in the
future. The issue of share ownership was also discussed. This also was not in the
current plans.
2. The issue of supporters having a role in the “strategic direction” of the club was
discussed. JC felt that a monthly fans forum would provide this and the Borough
Council must agree as that was what was mentioned in their bid document.
3. The name LynnFC was discussed. NT felt that it would have been better to
consult the fans before releasing this name publically. JC advised that the name
LYNN FC was only a vehicle to get things set up and running. JC felt that the way
forward would be to ask the supporters to vote on a new name, possibly via the
website and Lynn News. This would be happening within the next few months as
the picture regarding leagues becomes clearer.
4. JC is still intending to hold a fan’s forum as previously mentioned. No dates for
this were given but JC wanted to hold off until there is some news to tell
supporters. NT and PE suggested that sooner rather than later would be in the
interests of all.
5. JC offered the Blue and Gold Trust an advert or article in the match programme
free of charge. NT thanked him for this offer.
6. JC suggested that trust members could ask questions of the new owners at any
time. It was agreed that all questions should come through NT to save
duplication. All agreed that this was the best way forward.
7. It was agreed that a monthly meeting should be held between JC, NT and PE to
further the relationship between the owners and the Blue and Gold Trust. The
date of this next meeting is still to be decided.

